






SLIPS & Overview 

Launching 27th Feb 2023

39 Wallpapers

13 Murals 



Woodland Fern – Charcoal 

Emerald Rust

Pewter French Navy

Inspired by Clarissa’s trip to the cloud forests of Costa Rica, 

Our Woodland Fern Wallpaper features graceful fronds of ferns, 

which seem to glow in the forest half-light. Available in 5 

colourways



Summer Boarder - Blue

Verdigris Shell

This Summer Border Wallpaper is a portrait of a meadow 

wilderness. The design was inspired by one of Clarissa’s favorite 

haunts - a magical garden belonging to her friend and 

renowned garden designer Tania Compton. The abundant 

tangle of grasses, teasels, dill seed heads and verbena captures 

the essence of wild and natural beauty. 3 Colours Available.



Autumn

Antique Rose Peacock

French Navy

Canopy - Antique Gold

The Canopy Wallpaper, captures the vibrant elegance of nature. 

Clarissa the designer became entranced by the intricate 

patterns of the forest canopy while out walking in the 

woodlands of Wiltshire. You will find your eyes are drawn to the 

luxuriant foliage of this captivating wallpaper, where every leaf, 

stem and vine layer over one another to create exquisite 

patterns.



Paprika & Gold Spring Green Airforce Blue 

Raspberry & Silver Shell & Rose Gold Mocha & Silver

Gypsophila – Midnight & Copper

The Gypsophila Wallpaper features sprays of elegant seedheads 

screenprinted in metallic onto fibrous paper. The result is a 

beautiful botanical wallpaper with a lovely tactile texture. 

Clarissa spotted the bouquet that inspired this design at 

Blackshed flower farm in Dorset, and it still hangs from her 

studio ceiling in London today.



Meadow Grass - Damson

Ochre Teal

Navy 

Copper metallic meadow grasses arc gracefully against the 

ombré background of this gorgeous wallpaper. Clarissa created 

this signature design after spending a whole summer evening 

photographing grasses in the evening light. This classic print 

would look beautiful in any hallway, bedroom or living space.



ROOMSET or SHOT OF PROOF SAMPLE

DESIGN NAMEWild Chervil - Sage & Gold

Damson & Gold Shell & Rose Gold

Dover & Silver Kingfisher & Gold

The Wild Chervil Wallpaper features starry floral clusters 

screenprinted metallic on tactile fibrous paper. Following many 

walks in the Wiltshire countryside, Clarissa couldn't resist 

capturing these umbellifers in all their airy, glorious meadow 

beauty. Sophisticated and romantic, this design is an invitation 

to bring the magic of spring indoors.



Tisbury

CAN WE PHOTOGRAPH STRAIGHTER?

Tisbury Metallic Plain



Murals



250 x 400cm
Fixed Size Mural - Repeatable

The stunning Tania's Garden mural evokes a wildflower meadow 

bathed in moonlight. The design was inspired by one of 

Clarissa’s favorite haunts - a magical garden belonging to her 

friend and renowned garden designer Tania Compton. The 

abundant tangle of cardoons, teasels, dill seed heads and 

verbena captures the essence of wild and natural beauty.

Tania’s Garden - Pebble



250 x 400cm
Fixed Size Mural

RRP £370

Dusk Peacock Sunset



Serendipity - Rainbow

Serendipity - Rainbow

250 x 400cm
Fixed Size Mural - Repeatable

Turn any room or space into an enchanted garden, with the 

Serendipity Mural. Delicate layers of foliage in rich, zesty tones 

from hot pink, to kingfisher blue with bursts of orange, mustard 

and teal, draw the eye into this magical world. Every flower, 

leaf, stem and seedhead was collected by designer Clarissa 

Hulse on one of her nature wanders. 



250 x 400cm
Fixed Size Mural

RRP £370

Clay Greenhouse



Enchanted Vale - Emerald

CharcoalMidnightBlush

250 x 200cm
Fixed Size Repeatable Mural - Repeatable

Enchanted Vale

The beautiful Canopy Mural features intricate layers of leaves 

and vines tumbling down across a luminous ombre sky. The 

wonderful botanical details, and elegant composition will 

instantly make this the focal point of any room. 



Willow Herb - Spring

Autumn Winter

250 x 200cm
Fixed Size Repeatable Mural - Repeatable

Willow Herb

Bring the outside in with this exquisite portrait of wildflowers in 

full bloom. The soft teal and blush shades of the Willowherb 

stems and flowers catch the light in a misty meadow moment -

a soothing interlude outside of space and time. 
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